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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Dima Loginoff

Urban Mini Pendant by Axolight

The smaller version of the Urban pendant lights, the Urban Mini
retains that post-industrial aesthetics it is known for. Dima
Loginoff designed the collection, among many other successful
collections, for Italian brand, Axolight. Loginoff has a unique
approach towards shapes that have been thus far unknown to the
lighting world. The Urban Mini pendant light has a simple
geometric shape, and is available in three refined colour options:
wrinkled white, matt bronze and matt nickel. Each pendant comes
with a matching finish cable, and a white ceiling canopy.

With an integrated LED source, the Urban Mini is energy efficient
and emit a warm white, diffused downlight. Urban Mini is perfect
to install in a linear arrangement above tables, bars, receptions or
above a certain area you wish to accentuate. A light that will
match any interior, whether in residential rooms or contract
projects.

Browse through the Urban Collection, which also includes the
Urban mini ceiling light and the larger version Urban, with a
pendant and ceiling light.

Please note, the Urban Mini with a recessed canopy is not
dimmable as standard; a dedicated PSU driver is required.
Please contact us for more information and pricing.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

8W, 32700K, 560 lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Standard Canopy: Dimmable using trailing edge
dimming.
Recessed Canopy: Non dimmable - driver
required.

Dimensions: Urban Mini P: Ø 6.7 cm, 4.7 cm height
Urban Mini M: Ø 6.7 cm, 17.6 cm height
Urban Mini G: Ø 6.7 cm, 32.6 cm height

max 250 cm drop height
Ø9 cm (Ø 4.5 cm hole, 10cm min depth)
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